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a b s t r a c t

Many anthropogenic noise sources are nowadays contributing to the general noise budget of the oceans. The

extent to which sound in the sea impacts and affects marine life is a topic of considerable current interest

both to the scientific community and to the general public. Cepaholopods potentially represent a group of

species whose ecology may be influenced by artificial noise that would have a direct consequence on the

functionality and sensitivity of their sensory organs, the statocysts. These are responsible for their

equilibrium and movements in the water column. Controlled Exposure Experiments, including the use of

a 50–400 Hz sweep (RL¼15775 dB re 1 mPa with peak levels up to SPL¼175 dB re 1 mPa) revealed lesions

in the statocysts of four cephalopod species of the Mediterranean Sea, when exposed to low frequency

sounds: (n¼76) of Sepia officinalis, (n¼4) Octopus vulgaris, (n¼5) Loligo vulgaris and (n¼2) Illex condietii. The

analysis was performed through scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM) electron microscopical techniques

of the whole inner structure of the cephalopods’ statocyst, especially on the macula and crista. All exposed

individuals presented the same lesions and the same incremental effects over time, consistent with a

massive acoustic trauma observed in other species that have been exposed to much higher intensities of

sound: Immediately after exposure, the damage was observed in themacula statica princeps (msp) and in the

crista sensory epithelium. Kinocilia on hair cells were either missing or were bent or flaccid. A number of hair

cells showed protruding apical poles and ruptured lateral plasma membranes, most probably resulting from

the extrusion of cytoplasmic material. Hair cells were also partially ejected from the sensory epithelium, and

spherical holes corresponding to missing hair cells were visible in the epithelium. The cytoplasmic content of

the damaged hair cells showed obvious changes, including the presence of numerous vacuoles and electron-

dense inclusions not seen in the control animals. The lesions described here are new to cephalopod

pathology. Given that low-frequency noise levels in the ocean are increasing (e.g. shipping, offshore industry,

and naval manoeuvres), that the role of cephalopods in marine ecosystems is only now beginning to be

understood, and that reliable bioacoustic data on invertebrates are scarce, the present study and future

investigations will bring an important contribution to the sustainable use of the marine environment.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

While concern about the effects of man-made noise on marine
environment is increasing, there is an urgent need to define and
quantify the added spatial-temporal variability of acoustic pollution
from different sources and identify the resulting short, medium or
long-term changes and effects on marine fauna. However, we face the
relative lack of information on the sound processing and analysis
mechanisms in marine organisms, particularly in cephalopods, and

we still do not know enough about the important role they play in the
balance and development of populations. In the context of noise
pollution, the potential and direct impacts of climate change on
cephalopods are in many cases speculative. However, climate change
may potentially affect them at, at least, one important level: the
change in water temperature has a direct effect on the sound
propagation characteristics, thus probably altering sound received
levels when these species are exposed to noise.

Indeed, the introduction of artificial sound sources in the
marine environment has been shown to have negative effects
on marine organisms. While marine mammals (Richardson et al.,
1995) and fishes (see Popper and Hastings, 2009 for a review)
have attracted most of the attention of the research conducted in
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that area, invertebrates were also suspected of being negatively
affected by noise exposure. Little is actually known about sound
perception in invertebrates, but evidence points to the notion that
cephalopods may be sensitive to low frequency sounds (Hanlon
and Budelmann, 1987).

Between September and October 2001 and in October 2003
the natural rhythm of annual records of giant squids (Architeuthis
dux) stranded in the area of the West coast of Asturias (Spain)
experienced a significant increase (Guerra et al., 2004a, 2004b,
2011). In both cases, the stranding and collection of the bodies
were coincident with the proximity of vessels using compressed
air guns for geophysical prospecting, producing sound waves of
low frequency (below 100 Hz) and high intensity (200 dB re 1 mPa
at 1 m). Some of the specimens had lesions in different tissues
and organs, but all presented pathologies in the gills and the
receptor of equilibrium or statocysts. Because none of these
lesions could be related to known causes of death, the presence
of geophysical prospecting vessels suggested that the death of
these animals could be related to effects produced by sound
waves (Guerra et al., 2004b). However, no further study addressed
this problem and doubt remained as to whether high intensity
low frequency pulses could negatively affect cephalopods.

1.1. Sound perception

A comprehensive study was therefore needed to assess the
direct effects of acoustic impact on these species. The first step
was to choose which organ, found in all cephalopods spp. could
be an indicator of noise-induced damage. Amongst other less
sensitive-to-noise tissues, the statocysts were presumably the
best candidates to injury if exposed to loud sources. All cephalo-
pods have a couple of statocysts generally located within the
cephalic cartilage. The statocysts are sophisticated balloon-shape
bodies filled with endolymph that contain the sensory hair cells
which lie on the inside wall of the inner sac and are grouped into
two main areas of sensory epithelium (macula and crista).

The statocyst perception systems of cephalopods have raised
an increasing interest. Many authors studied in depth the gravity
receptor system (Budelmann, 1979; Budelmann et al., 1973;
Colmers, 1982, 1984, 2004; Young, 1960). Other authors have

almost completely described the angular acceleration receptor
system (Barber, 1966; Budelmann and Thies, 1977; Budelmann
et al., 1987; Young, 1960). More recent works show a good
approach of the study of neuronal and synaptic organization
(Williamson and Chrachri, 2004, 2007).

There is, however, a considerable lack of information concern-
ing the cephalopod reception of the sounds process (Bleckmann
et al., 1991; Budelmann et al., 1995; Bullock and Budelmann,
1991; Hanlon and Budelmann, 1987; Hu et al., 2009; Packard
et al., 1990). Although to date there is no definitive scientific
evidence for it, statocysts may play an important additional role
in low frequency sound reception (Hu et al., 2009). While there
is uncertainty regarding the biological significance of particle
motion sensitivity versus acoustic pressure, recent electrophysio-
logical methods confirmed the species’ sensitivity to frequencies
under 400 Hz (Hu et al., 2009; Kaifu et al., 2008; Mooney et al.,
2010).

1.2. Acoustic impact

The possible effects of an acoustic impact on cephalopods are
also unknown. In fact, there is limited knowledge on the effect
of noise in invertebrates in general. Indeed, although startle
responses were observed in caged cephalopods exposed to air
guns (McCauley et al., 2000), no further studies addressed noise-
induced morphological changes in these species and doubts
remained on the possible negative impact of high intensity low
frequency sounds on cephalopods. Some works reported these
effects on terrestrial (Fletcher et al., 1971) and marine inverte-
brates (Lagard�ere, 1982; Lagard�ere and Regnault, 1983; Lovell
et al., 2005, 2006; McCauley et al., 2000). Several studies were
conducted to measure the effects on fish inner ear sensory
epithelia, lateral line system and other tissues damaged by
acoustic impact (Hastings et al., 1996; Jørgensen et al., 2005;
McCauley et al., 2003; Popper and Hastings, 2009; Scholik and
Yan, 2002; Smith et al., 2004). Other works reported that sound
exposure caused lesions that could result in hearing loss on
marine mammals (André et al., 2003, 2007; Finneran et al.,
2007; Lucke et al., 2009; Nachtigall et al., 2004; Schlundt et al.,
2006).

Fig. 1. Scheme of the set-up of the CCE.
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Previous studies can be found in the literature on amphibians
(Hodichok and Steyger, 2007), mammals (Leonova and Raphael,
1997; Pourbakht and Yamasoba, 2003; Raphael, 2002; Robertson,
1981; Schuknecht, 1994) and birds (Nakagawa et al., 1997a) to
determine inner ear sensory epithelia damage after acoustic
trauma or ototoxic treatment (Lenoir and Puel, 1987; Nakagawa
et al., 1997b). Several authors reported that sound overstimula-
tion induced sensory hair cell loss (Hawkins and Schacht, 2005;
Nakagawa et al., 1997a; Slepecky et al., 1982) or alterations
on stereocilia of hair cells including losing, buckling, bending,
breaking or fusion in giant stereocilia, wrinkled membranes
of flaccid stereocilia, floppy stereocilia, reduction of stereocilia
size (Bredberg et al., 1972; Hamernik et al., 1984; Pourbakht and
Yamasoba, 2003; Pye and Ulehlova, 1989; Raphael, 2002;
Slepecky et al., 1982). The supporting cells responded to auditory
overstimulation by an increase in the number and size of micro-
villi (Bredberg et al., 1972). The hair cell degeneration is usually
produced by two types of typical processes; necrosis (swelling of

the cell body and rupture of the plasma membrane) and apoptosis

(chromatin compaction and fragmentation of the cell body) (Li
et al., 1995). Hair cells which do not progress into typical cell
death process can be deleted by extrusion from the epithelium
after sound exposure. In a mammal’s organ of Corti cell death
results in degeneration by necrosis or apoptosis (Fredelius, 1988;
Fredelius and Rask-Andersen, 1990; Hu et al., 2000; Slepecky
et al., 1982; Theopold and Scheler, 1981) and is followed by a
removal of damaged cells debris through phagocytes (Hirose
et al., 2005; Ladrech et al., 2007). Apoptosis is thought to play
an important role on maintaining tissue homeostasis (Nakagawa
et al., 1997b; Oyadomari and Mori, 2004). Necrosis induces
inflammatory responses and secondary damage to tissue struc-
ture, which can result in irreversible tissue destruction. In the
basilar papilla of avian inner ear the cells can be deleted by
extrusion (Cotanche, 1987) just after sound exposure or deterio-
rated within the epithelium and contribute to the following repair
process (Hu et al., 2000; Nakagawa et al., 1997a). Disintegration

Fig. 2. SEM. Control Sepia officinalis (A, B) and Octopus vulgaris (C, D) macula statica princeps (msp) and O. vulgaris inner sac statocyst morphology (E). Control animals.

(A) View of the arrangements of the kinociliary groups of the hair cells in regular lines following the epithelium shape. Arrows indicate hair cells’ direction of polarization.

(B) Detail of a hair cell. Note the space under the hair cell, which permits its polarized movement. Arrowheads sign the longitudinal strand that allows the polarized

movement of each kinociliary group of a hair cell. (C) Note the very high density of the microvilli that surround the kinociliary groups of the hair cells. The longitudinal

strand is visible on some hair cells (arrowheads). (D) Detail of individual hair cells surrounded at their base by microvilli. (E) The inner lining epithelium of the statocyst sac

shows different structures. The cells of the lining membrane carry very dense bundles of cilia on the inner side, which project into the cavity (upper inset in E). In some

parts, microvilli cover the lining epithelium, or surround its flat hexagonal cells (lower inset in E). Scale bars: A¼100 mm. B¼5 mm. C, D, E¼10 mm. Insets in E¼1 mm.
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of hair cells increases with time after the exposure, and in
mammals this can result in the entire disappearance of the organ
of Corti during the course of several weeks (Spoendlin, 1971). In
birds experiencing acoustic trauma, hair cells which are affected
by apoptosis within the basilar papilla continue degenerating
after the beginning of the cell regeneration process. After acoustic
trauma, lost hair cells are replaced by expansion of adjacent
supporting cells, which form a scar (Corwin and Cotanche, 1988;
Leonova and Raphael, 1997; Raphael and Altschüler, 1991).

Several factors can contribute to blistering and cell extrusion:
changes in the osmotic pressure of the extracellular fluids result-
ing in an increase in cell volume, changes in cell mechanical,
elastic or tensile properties. In noise trauma, the mixing of
cochlear fluids cause changes in the osmotic pressure and cell
swelling (Hamernik et al., 1984). Direct mechanical destructions

as well as metabolic exhaustion are competing factors in acoustic
traumatic damage to the cochlea. Direct mechanical damage
(organ of Corti is disintegrated with ruptures on pillar heads or
reticular membrane, or totally missing, the sensory cells are
dislocated or expulsed) is usually irreversible and appears imme-
diately after short exposures at high intensities, whereas meta-
bolically induced damage (swelling of sensory cells, vacuolization
of cytoplasm, mitochondrial degeneration, swelling of dendrites)
is partly reversible, occurs after long exposures with moderate
intensities and develops over a longer period after sound expo-
sure (Spoendlin and Brun, 1973). Early changes in hair cells
consist basically of hair cells stereocillia abnormalities and
protusion and loss of microvilli on supporting cells. Subsequently
there is a progressive hair cell loss by protusion and posterior
expulsion whereas supporting cells repair the lamina reticular

Fig. 3. TEM. Cellular organization of control Sepia officinalis (A, C) and Octopus vulgaris (B, D, E) msp. Control animals. (A) A general view of the macula epithelium shows its

structure of simple prismatic epithelium. In the distal part of the cells, kinocilia of hair cells and microvilli of supporting cells are visible. At the base of the hair and

supporting cells, efferent and afferent nervous structures are shown. (B) Detail of a distal end of a hair cell. Basal bodies and striated ciliary rootlets (kinocilia roots) are

visible. (C) Detail of the macula epithelia in the statocyst of S. officinalis (Andre, 2011). Section through the distal ends of the hair and supporting cells. Inset in (C) Detail of

C. The structure of kinociliary roots are shown. (D) Detail of a distal end of a supporting cell. Note the interdigitations between hair and supporting cells include

pronounced septate junctions (arrowhead). (E) Detail of a distal end of a hair cell. Internal kinocilia microtubules are visible. Kinocilia show the 9�2þ2 microtubule

structure. The basal foot of kinocilia is attached to the basal body bellow the cell surface and point at right angles to the axis of the kinociliary group (arrow). Lateral root

point in the same direction. Hc: hair cell, sc: supporting cell, nhc: nucleus of hair cell, nsc: nucleus of supporting cell, k: bundle of kinocilia, mi: microvilli, p: electron-dense

plate, er: rough endoplasmatic reticulum, d (ga): dictyosomes of Golgi apparatus, ax: axon of first-order afferent neuron, e: efferent terminal, m: mitochondrion,

kr: striated ciliary rootlet (kinocilia root), lr: lateral root, bf: basal foot, bb: basal body, cc: cellular contact (desmosoma), ca: cartilaginous plate. Scale bars: A, B¼5 mm. C,

Inset in C¼0, 25 mm. D, E¼1 mm.
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(Lim and Melnick, 1971a, 1971b; Thorne et al., 1984). The
susceptibility to loss of the affected cells depends on their
position within the lesion area (Thorne et al., 1984). In the cochlea
of mammals, the first row of outer hair cells and the inner hair
cells are generally more affected than row two and row three of
outer hair cells.

Two mechanisms were proposed to explain the noise-induced
hearing loss in mammals: mechanical injuries to the receptor cells
induced by excessive movement of the cochlear partition, and
damage due to metabolic exhaustion resulting in distortion of the
homeostasis of the organ of Corti. It is probable that both mechan-
isms contribute to the process. Noise trauma causes alterations to the
permeability of the hair cell stereocilia membrane, as well as changes
in the surface and arrangement of actin (Slepecky et al., 1982).

In vertebrates, intense sound can also induce excitotoxicity,
which is the excessive release of the neurotransmitter glutamate
from the inner hair cells to the underlying post-synaptic element,
the afferent dendrites of the type I spiral ganglion neurons
(among others: Bledsoe et al., 1980; Cappaert et al., 2000; Coyle
and Puttfarcken, 1993; Mumtaz et al., 1999; Pujol and Puel, 1999).
The excitotoxic effects of glutamate in response to noise could be
the result of increased release or inadequate removal of gluta-
mate, primarily due to the breakdown of recycling mechanisms

(Rebillard et al., 2003). This may eventually result in toxic cellular
events leading to neuronal degeneration and cochlear damage.
Interestingly, glutamate has been also described as a neurotrans-
mitter in cephalopod species (Di Cosmo et al., 2006; Tu and
Budelmann, 1994).

The concern on the effects of climate change and of increasing
ambient noise levels on cephalopods sensory systems combined
with a lack of information on the sensitivity of the statocysts
when exposed to noise, lead to a series of Controlled Exposure
Experiments on Mediterranean Sepia officinalis, Octopus vulgaris,
Loligo vulgaris and Illex coindetii. An initial analysis of the stato-
cysts by two imaging techniques: scanning (SEM) and transmis-
sion electron (TEM) microscopy can be found in André et al.
(2011). While this study illustrated lesions in only one represen-
tative cephalopod species of the Sepioidea order (S. officinalis) and
brought partial images of the lesions in macula sensory epithelia,
here we comparatively present images (through light microscopy,
SEM and TEM) of exposed individuals from Sepia and another
species belonging to the Octopoda order (O. vulgaris), and discuss
their mechanism onset as well as their implication in cephalopod
ecology. In addition, the present study brings a description of
noise effects on statocyst crista sensory epithelia and the inner
lining epithelia in these species.

Fig. 4. TEM. General nervous organization of Sepia officinalis macula statica princeps (A, B) and afferent and efferent innervations of themacula epithelium in the statocyst of

Octopus vulgaris (C, D). Control animals. (A) Proximal part of macula epithelia in contact with cartilaginous plate. The arrowhead shows a finger-like post-synaptic profile

that invaginates the base of a hair cell to form an afferent synapse. (B) Detail from A. Section through the base of a sensory hair cell of the macula epithelia of the statocyst.

Numerous efferent terminals (e) synapse into a single hair cell (hc). The general nervous organization ofmacula epithelia at its base is shown. Arrowheads show two finger-

like synaptic profiles between an axon of an afferent neuron and two efferent terminals. (C) Squares show exocitosi vesicles or clathrin-like electrodense covering the

centre of cytoplasm and on the contact between two axons. (D) Small arrows indicate the direction of information flow across the flat synapses. The synapses show all

the morphological criteria that are characteristic of chemical synapses: presynaptic aggregation of synaptic vesicles, parallel electron-dense pre- and post-synaptic

membranes, and cleft of dense material. Square shows exocitosi vesicles or clathrin-like electrodense covering on the contact between two axons. Hc: hair cell,

sc: supporting cell, nhc: nucleus of hair cell, nsc: nucleus of supporting cell, er: rough endoplasmatic reticulum, ax: axon of first-order afferent neuron, m: mitochondrion,

e: efferent terminals, filled with small synaptic vesicles (v), ca: cartilaginous plate. Scale bars: A, B¼5 mm. C¼2 mm. D¼0, 5 mm.
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2. Material and methods

2.1. Cephalopod specimens

As a preliminary step before starting with the noise exposure
experiments’ protocol, we caught from the wild and kept in the same
tank conditions (see below), a first set of 30 individuals of S. officinalis
for several weeks to observe and analyse their adaptation to
captivity. These animals were swimming, eating, mating, laying eggs
and behaving normally over the entire observation period. The
analysis of their inner sensory statocysts epitheliums (see protocol
below) was used as a first control and did not reveal any lesion.
Following this preliminary observation that showed the adaptability
of these animals to our facilities, we started the experiments.

One hundred and sixty four adult and young specimens from
S. officinalis (mantle length 11–18 cm), ten O. vulgaris (weight
200–400 g), nine L. vulgaris (mantle length 15–25 cm) and four

I. coindetii (mantle length 10–13 cm) were obtained from the
Catalan Coast (NW Mediterranean Sea) over a period of 2 years,
between February of 2008 and August of 2010, and kept in a
closed system of recirculating natural seawater (at 18–20 1C,
salinity 35% and natural oxygen pressure) consisting of 2
mechanically filtered fibreglass reinforced plastic tanks (A and B)
of 2000 L capacity, that were connected to each other (Fig. 1). This
included a physicochemical self-filtration system with activated
carbon and sand, driven by a circulation pump. Specimens were
supplied with live crab (Carcinus maenas) food ad libitum and were
maintained in the tank system (tank A) until the exposure. Part of
these animals were used as controls and were kept in the same
conditions as the experimental animals until we exposed the latter
to noise, in an independent tank (C), sacrificing them respecting
the same sequential process. After the exposure, the specimens
that were not immediately sacrificed were placed in tank B (see
sequence of sacrifices below).

Fig. 5. SEM. Sepia officinalis msp, presents different levels of lesions. (A–C) Sacrificed immediately after sound exposure. (D) Sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure. (A) The

surface of the epithelium presents deformation of numerous bundles of kinocilia (arrows). (B) Some hair cells show spherical holes (arrowhead) on their apical pole.

(C) Other hair cells show flacid kinocilia (arrow) and signs of cell extrusion from the sensory epithelium (asterisk). (D) The hair cells show severe damage. Most hair cells

are partially (asterisks) ejected from the sensory epithelium. A number of them have lost their kinocilia (arrowheads). The insert shows a hair cell with missing kinocilia

and two spherical holes at its periphery (arrows). Scale bars: A¼20 mm. B, C¼5 mm. D, Inset in D¼10 mm.
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The independent experimental tank (C) was located in a
separate location, acoustically isolated from tanks A and B
(Fig. 1). Note that L. vulgaris and I. coindetii are species very
sensitive to pressure changes thus very difficult to collect
alive from the wild and to keep under captive conditions. For
this reason, the number of samples from these two species is
limited.

2.2. Sound exposure protocol

Sequential (at different times and seasons) Controlled Expo-
sure Experiments (CEE) were conducted over a period of two
years on adult individuals (n¼76) of S. officinalis, (n¼4)
O. vulgaris, (n¼5) L. vulgaris and (n¼2) I. condietii (the results
on these two Teuthoidea species are not presented here and will

Fig. 6. SEM. Sepia officinalis (A, B, E) and Octopus vulgaris (C, D) msp, (A–D) sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure, (E) sacrificed 72 h after sound exposure. (A) Large

area of another specimen different from the one shown in Fig. 5. All hair cells are partially extruded. Inset: a partially extruded hair cell. Note the rupture of the

plasma membrane (asterisk). (B) In this area, a scar has been completed by supporting cells after the loss of three hair cells (asterisks). (C) The hair cells show

severe damage. Most hair cells are partially (asterisks) ejected from the sensory epithelium. A number of them have lost their kinocilia (arrows) and present rupture

of the plasma membrane (arrowheads). The inset shows a partially extruded hair cell (asterisk) with missing kinocilia (arrow). (D) In this area of the msp, the cell

body of most of the hair cells is protruding into the statocyst cavity (asterisk) and show bent and flaccid kinocilia (arrowheads). (E) Statolith neighbouring areas present

spherical holes (arrowheads) on the base of the kinocilia bundles. Kinocilia are bent and disorganized. Scale bars: A, B, D¼10 mm. C, E: 20 mm. Inset in A¼1 mm. Inset

in C¼2 mm.
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be published in another paper). An additional set of live adult
individuals (n¼88) of S. officinalis, (n¼6) O. vulgaris, (n¼4)
L. vulgaris and (n¼2) I. condietii was used as a control and
sequentially processed (same procedure as with noise-exposed
cephalopods, see below) right after being caught, before and after
the CEE. All the animals were caught by local fishermen following
the same protocol (use of underwater jars) and transferred to our
laboratory a few minutes after capture (our facilities are located
in the Vilanova i la Geltrú fishing harbour).

After keeping the animals for some time in tank A (ranging
from a few hours to a few days) the protocol included immediate
exposure of the individuals, which were put in tank C, to
50–400 Hz sinusoidal wave sweeps with 100% duty cycle and a
1-second sweep period for two hours. The sweep was produced
and amplified through an in-air loudspeaker (see Fig. 1) while
the level received was measured by a calibrated B&K 8106 hydro-
phone (RL¼15775 dB re 1 mPa with peak levels up to SPL¼175 dB
re 1 mPa).

Following exposure, the non-anesthetized individuals
(exposed cuttlefish and controls) were decapitated at different
intervals, ranging from immediately afterwards to 12, 24, 48, 72,
and 96 (S. officinalis) and to 48 h (other species) after exposure,
respectively. Except for the animals sacrificed immediately after
exposure, the rest of the specimens were put in tank B. An
underwater video camera recorded the sound exposure experi-
ments in order to register behaviour reaction.

It must be emphasized here that the experiment was not set
up to find specific threshold levels, but designed to investigate
if cephalopods are subject to acoustic trauma when exposed to
low frequency sounds, commonly encountered associated with
human activities in all oceans. The transducer did not have a
constant (or linear) response over the sweep which means that
the levels of individual frequencies covered a wide range. The
acoustic characteristics of the tank also added to differences in
levels. The level measurements presented in this paper are meant
to provide a global characterization of the received levels from

frequencies within the sweep (157 dB re 1 mPa was the median
received SPL with 50% of the peaks falling within 75 dB. The
maximum received SPL was 175 dB re 1 mPa), and cannot there-
fore be taken as references to assess thresholds levels. For the
same reasons, no quantitative data are presented.

2.3. Imaging techniques

The extraction of the statocysts was performed immediately
following decapitation and the tissue was fixed for scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), for light microscopy (LM), and for
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Specimens were then
processed according to classical SEM, LM, and TEM procedures.
In addition, the endolymph was extracted from a further set of
individuals and immediately frozen at �70 1C for proteomic
analysis. No quantification of the lesions was attempted for the
same reasons as mentioned in Section 2.2. Because the transducer
did not have a constant response over the sweep, threshold levels
triggering the onset of the lesions could not be determined and
quantifying the lesions (e.g. fraction of hair cells that were
damaged, number of kinocilia that were lost, number of cells
exhibiting swollen endoplasmic reticula) could not be related to
reference levels. The results section will thus concentrate on a
qualitative description through the analysis of the tissues with
the following techniques.

2.3.1. Light microscopy (LM)

In addition to the statocysts extraction, a routine necropsy was
conducted, to collect samples of different tissues from controls
and exposed individuals, which were further fixed in formalin
10%, sectioned, stained with methylene blue, covered with
Durcupan and observed on Olympus CX41 light microscope.
This analysis was conducted to determine the presence of lesions
in mantle surface epithelia, inner muscular fibres of collagen,
various organs of the digestive tract, the circulatory, nervous,

Fig. 7. SEM. Sepia officinalis msp, sacrificed 96 h after sound exposure. (A) The sensory epithelium is completely devastated, practically without hair cells, and supporting

cells make a holed mosaic. The statolith attached to the msp is visible on the left of image (St). (B) Detail of a partially extruded hair cell. Only a few kinocilia remain

(arrowhead). (C) Some partially extruded apexes (asterisks) of individuals seem to be supported by expansion of adjacent supporting cells (sc) which have started the

recovery process. (D) Some hair cells still retained a more preserved appearance. Scale bars: A–C¼10 mm. D¼5 mm.
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sensory, respiratory, reproductive and excretory systems and the
ink gland complex.

2.3.2. Electron microscopy of the statocysts

After extraction, statocysts were processed for SEM and TEM.

2.3.2.1. Removal of statocysts. In all experiments, isolated head
preparations, obtained by decapitation without prior anaesthesia,
were used. The statocysts with their surrounding cartilage were
extracted and fixed for posterior observation and analysis. For
fixation, the statocyst cavity was opened and special care was
taken to prevent mechanical damage to the inner tissues. The
analysis was performed on tissues obtained from left and right
statocysts, but no difference was observed between sides. Specific
fixation was applied depending on the imaging technique (see
below).

2.3.2.2. Scanning electron microscopy. Thirty-six (36) and four
(4) statocysts, respectively from the following exposed specimens:
18 S. officinalis, 2 O. vulgaris, and forty (40) and six (6) statocysts,
respectively from the following control animals: twenty (20)
S. officinalis, three (3) O. vulgaris, were used in this study. Fixation
was performed in Glutaraldehyde 2,5% for 24–48 h at 4 1C. Statocysts
were dehydrated in graded alcohol solutions and critical-point dried
with liquid carbon dioxide in a Leica EmCPD030 unit (Leica
Mycrosystems, Austria). The dried statocysts were cut open and
flattened out to expose the statocyst structures and then mounted
on specimen stubs with double-sided tape. The mounted tissues
were gold-paladium coated with a Polaron SC500 sputter coated unit
(Quorum Technologies, Ltd.) and viewed with a variable pressure
Hitachi S3500N scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High-
Technologies Co., Ltd., Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV in
the Institute of Marine Sciences of the Spanish Research Council
(CSIC) facilities.

2.3.2.3. Transmission electron microscopy. Statocysts were extracted
and fixed in Glutaraldehyde 2,5% for 24–48 h at 4 1C or
Glutaraldehyde 2,5%-paraformaldehyde 2% on filtered seawater for
24 h at 4 1C. Macula and crista sections were dissected from 12
statocysts belonging to 6 cuttlefishes and 4 statocysts belonging to
2 octopusses, (control statocysts: sixteen (16) from 8 Sepia and six
(6) from 3 Octopus) and subsequently osmicated in 1% osmium
tetroxide, dehydrated in acetone and embedded in Spurr. In order
to orientate properly the specimens, semithin Sections (1 mm) of the
macula area and crista ridge were cut transversally or tangentially
with a glass knife, stained with methylene blue covered with
Durcupan and observed on Olympus CX41.

Ultrathin (around 100 nm) sections of the macula and crista were
then obtained by using a diamond knife (Diatome) with an Ultracut E
ultramicrotome from Reichert-Jung. Sections were double-stained
with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and viewed with a Jeol JEM1010
at 80 kV. The images were obtained with a Bioscan camera model
792 (Gatan) at the University of Barcelona technical service.

3. Results

3.1. Behaviour

The behaviour reaction of the experimental animals showed a
light startle response (firing ink sacs in some occasions) immedi-
ately after the start of the sound exposure, before remaining
motionless at the bottom of the tank during the rest of the
exposition. Immediately after the exposure stopped and the
animals were put in tank B, all remained motionless, though

breathing regularly, in the middle of the water column or close to
the surface, showing no activity (none ate anymore, nor mated or
laid eggs) until they were sacrificed up to 96 h later.

3.2. Light microscopy (LM)

The samples neither showed any post-mortem artefacts nor
any specific lesion in any organ (see Section 2.3.1) except light
haemorrhaging in some individuals, at mantle level, probably due
to impacts against tank A walls. Apart from statocysts (see data
below), the systematic comparison of the histological prepara-
tions between exposed individuals and controls did not allow
determining the presence of any pathology associated with sound
exposure in any of the tissues analysed.

3.3. Structural and ultrastructural investigations of the statocyst

sensory epithelium

3.3.1. Macula statica princeps

In control animals, several vesicles can be appreciated at the
centre of the cytoplasm as well as at the contact point between
two axons (Fig. 4C and D). Their presence is probably due to an
exocitocis process, although no definitive conclusion can be
drawn here since these structures also resemble clathrin-like

Fig. 8. TEM and LM (inset). Sepia officinalis, sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure.

Drastic ultrastructural changes are seen into the hair cell (HC) bodies including

swelling of rough endoplasmatic reticulum cisternae (asterisks), deformation of

the nucleus (full arrow) and chromatin compaction (full arrowheads), empty

mitochondria (empty arrowheads), and presence of dark cytoplasmic inclusions

(white i) and large vacuoles (i). In the upper part of the epithelium, three

supporting cells (SC) make a continuous scar formation isolating the plate (large

empty arrow) of one hair cell from its fully degenerated cell body. Note that the

other hair cells have lost their kinocilia. Inset: In the acoustically damaged

epithelium, the arrangement of hair cells and supporting cells is unstructured.

Some hair cells have translucent hair cell bodies (asterisks). Hair cell nuclei show

irregular shape, chromatin aggregations (full arrows), and they have lost their

typical mid-basal position in the cell. One apoptotic-like nucleus (empty arrow-

head) is seen on the right side of the picture. The electron-dense plate of the

supporting cells lines the apical part of the epithelium. Note the extruded

cytoplasmic material (empty arrow) and nucleus (full arrowhead) in the extra-

cellular space above the sensory epithelium. Scale bars¼10 mm.
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electrodense covers that would not be compatible with the above
hypothesized exocitosis mechanism.

Immediately after sound exposure (Fig. 5A–C), in comparison
with the same tissues from control animals (Fig. 2), damage was
observed on the macula statica princeps (msp) sensory epithelium
by SEM analysis (Figs. 2–4). The hair cells were partially ejected
from the sensory epithelium. There were appreciable spherical
holes at the base of the hair cells and a rupture of the plasma
membrane, probably due to the extrusion of the internal cellular

material. Hair cells had lost a number of kinocilia or showed bent
and flaccid kinocilia.

Animals sacrificed 24 (not shown) and 48 h after sound
exposure (Figs. 5D and 6A–D), presented a wide range of lesions.
The sensory epithelium of the msp presented hair cells partially
or totally ejected from the sensory epithelium. The apical ciliated
apex and part of the cellular body were extruded above the
sensory epithelium into the statocyst cavity. Hair cells had totally,
or in a considerable number, lost the kinocilia and rests of their

Fig. 9. TEM. S. officinalis msp, sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure. (A–C) sequential extrusion of the apical part of hair cells. (A) The hair cell (HC) apex is constricted by two

supporting cells (SC). (B) The hair cell apex is isolated from its cell body by extensions of the supporting cells. (C) The apex of the hair cells has been extruded and a scar is

made by the supporting cells. (D) Ultrastructural changes at the level of the two types of first-order afferent neurons, intramacular (IAN) and perimacular (PAN), contacting

two sound damaged secondary hair cells (HC1 and HC2). HC1 occupies a normal upper position in the epithelium whereas HC2 body has been displaced towards the

bottom of the epithelium by supporting cells (SC) undergoing a healing process (arrowhead). Underneath HC1, the IAN is swollen and shows large vacuoles (asterisk).

Underneath HC2, the PAN is vacuolized (asterisk) but is not swollen. (E) A perimacular afferent neuron (PAN) and axons from intramacular afferent neurons (ax) are seen

under a hair cell (HC). The IAN axons contain large vacuoles (arrows) and seem to be swollen. The cell body of the PAN also contains vacuoles (arrows) but its axon

(asterisk) has a normal appearance. (F) Afferent and efferent axons. Afferent axons are vacuolized (asterisks) while efferent axons show a dense cytoplasm with many

cytoplasmic small vesicles. Scale bars: A, B, C, E¼1 mm. D¼10 mm. F¼0, 5 mm.
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roots were visible within the damaged epithelium or exhibited
bent and flaccid kinocilia. Large extensions of msp epithelium
presented rupture of the plasma membrane on the base of the
kinocilia probably due to the swelling and extrusion of the
cellular body. The spherical holes observed in animals sacrificed
right after the exposure were more pronounced here, confirming
the extrusion of the internal cellular material. In some areas, scars
were completed by supporting cells after the loss of hair cells.

At 72 h after noise exposure (Fig. 6E) the lesions were clearly
visible on msp. The extrusion of hair cells was present even on the
statolith area, where the extruded cellular material went through
its calcareous material (not shown). The neighbouring areas
presented spherical holes on the base of the hair cells caused by
the extrusion of the internal cellular material and, rupture of the

plasma membrane on the base of the kinocilia following the
swelling and extrusion of the cellular body. Hair cells exhibited
bent and flaccid kinocilia. Kinocilia were disorganized and did not
follow the typical polarized pattern of the msp epithelium.

The most important lesions on the msp epithelium were
present on specimens sacrificed 96 h after sound exposure
(Fig. 7). In all cases the individuals presented damages on the
msp. Some specimens showed the sensory epithelium completely
devastated, practically without hair cells, most of which had been
expulsed by extrusion. Only the supporting cells made a holed
mosaic with residual hair cells, which showed no kinocilia or
very few bent, flaccid or fused kinocilia. In addition, the sensory
epithelium of the msp presented hair cells partially or totally
ejected from the sensory epithelium. The damaged (lost or fusion

Fig. 10. LM (A) and TEM (B–E). Octopus vulgaris macula statica princeps (msp), from an individual sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure. (A) In the acoustically damaged

epithelium, the arrangement of hair cells and supporting cells is destructurated. Some hair cells have translucent hair cell bodies (asterisks). Most of the hair cell nuclei

have lost their typical mid-basal position in the cell. Note the extruded cytoplasmic material (arrowheads) and the cell body of the hair cells protruding into the statocyst

cavity (arrows). (B) Drastic ultrastructural changes are seen into the macula sensory epithelium. The hair cell 1 (hc1) has almost lost its apical pole (arrow). Hc2 and hc3

show swelling of rough endoplasmatic reticulum cisternae (er), large vacuolization and lost of kinocilia (arrowheads). Hc4 has lost their apical pole and in its upper part a

supporting cell (SC) make a continuous scar formation isolating the plate of the hair cell from its fully cell body. At the base of the sensory epithelium, the swollen nerve

plexus is shown. A large neuron (ln) is visible in contact to hc3. (C) The hair cell (hc) has almost lost their apical pole (arrow) and two supporting cell (SC) are constricting

the hc to make a continuous scar formation isolating the plate of the hair cell from its fully cell body. In this extruded apical pole, destructurated kinocilia roots (kr) are

visible. Note the large vacuolization (asterisks), swelling of the rough endoplasmaticum reticulum (er), dark inclusions (i) and the loss of kinocilia (arrowheads) of the hair

cells. Inset: Arrow shows the area where the apical pole is almost detached from its cellular body. (D) Other large areas of the msp show all the apical poles of the hair cells

almost extruded from the epithelium (arrows). Note the loss of kinocilia (arrowheads), the large vacuolization (asterisks) and the dark inclusions (i). (E) Detail from D. The

area where two hair cells have almost detached its apical pole is shown. Note the dark inclusions (i) and large vacuoles (asterisk). Hc: hair cell, sc: supporting cell, ca:

cartilaginous plate, ln: large neuron, nhc: hair cell nucleus, nsc: supporting cell nucleus, nln: large neuron nucleus, k: kinocilia, mi: microvilli, st: statolith crystal, er: rough

endoplasmatic reticulum, m: mitochondria, kr: kinocilia root. Scale bars: A¼100 mm. B¼20 mm. C, E¼5 mm. Inset in C¼2 mm. D: 10 mm.
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of most of the kinocilia) apical ciliated apex and part of the
cellular body were extruded above the sensory epithelium into
the statocyst cavity. Some individuals showed this extruded apex
supported on its base by the epithelium, possibly due to the
recovery process, as reported on mammals an avian species, in
which lost hair cells are replaced by expansion of adjacent
supporting cells, although no evidence of recovery could be
determined.

Both LM and TEM images (Figs. 8–11) confirmed the lesions
revealed by SEM in comparison with the same tissues from
control animals (Figs. 3 and 4). Some damages were recognized
on the macula statica princeps sensory epithelium. Cuttlefishes
(Figs. 8 and 9) and octopuses (Figs. 10 and 11) affected by sound

exposure exhibited a non-structured epithelium, which had lost
its typical simple prismatic structure, showing translucent hair
cell bodies, due to the extrusion of internal material. Extruded
inner cellular material was visible above the sensory epithelium.
Hair cell nuclei had lost their central-basal location and were
sited near the cellular apex or were simply missing. Chromatin
aggregations were visible inside the nuclei which adopted irre-
gular shapes. The ciliated apex of hair cells was partially or totally
ejected from the sensory epithelium and in some cases the
supporting cells had extended to fill the space left by them
(Figs. 8, 9C, 10B and C and 11A). Translucent and smaller hair
cell bodies were visible as a consequence of the expulsion of
its inner cellular material. Some hair cells had lost kinocilia or

Fig. 11. TEM. Octopus vulgaris macula statica princeps (msp), from an individual sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure. (A) Drastic ultrastructural changes are seen into the

macula sensory epithelium. The hair cell 1 (hc1) is partially protruding to the cavity. On its apical pole some inner material is extruding and has partially missed the

kinocilia (arrow). Hc2 and hc3 have lost their apical pole and in its upper part the supporting cells (SC) make a continuous scar formation isolating the plate of the hair cell

from its fully cell body. An extruded nucleus is visible (arrowhead). At the base of the sensory epithelium, the swollen ad vacuolized nerve plexus is shown. A large neuron

(ln) is constricted between hc1 and hc2 and visible on an unusual position near the apical pole of the epithelium. On the right part of the image other swollen and

vacuolized (asterisk) large neurons are visible. Some of them are almost extruded. A nucleus of one large neuron (nln) partially extruded is visible on the apical pole of the

epithelium. (B) Detail from A. Hc1 is partially extruded. On its apical pole extruding material and lost of kinocilia (arrowheads) are visible. Destructurated kinocilia roots

(kr), swelling rough endoplasmaticum reticulum (er) and damage on mitochondrion (m) are shown. Inset 1: Detail from the swelling endoplasmatic reticulum (er) and

damaged mitochondrion (m). Inset 2: Detail from the cellular material which is extruding through the apical pole of hc1. Arrowheads sign the kinocilia rests showing

the 9�2þ2 structure between the extruding mass. Inset 3: Detail from the nucleus of hc1. Some chromatin aggregations are visible. (C) A hair cell is extruding from the

epithelium. On its apical pole the cellular material is expelled through the microtubular structure of the kinocilia. Destructurated kinocilia roots (kr), swelling rough

endoplasmaticum reticulum (er) and damage on mitochondrion (m) are shown. A kr is in horizontal position. The nucleus (nhc) has irregular shape. On its base hc contacts

with a ln. Inset: Detail from the damaged mitochondrion. (D, E) Detail from the nervous plexus. Nerve endings showed vacuolization (asterisks) and mitochondrial damage

(arrowheads). Hc: hair cell, sc: supporting cell, ca: cartilaginous plate, ln: large neuron, nhc: hair cell nucleus, nsc: supporting cell nucleus, nln: large neuron nucleus,

er: rough endoplasmatic reticulum, m: mitochondria, kr: kinocilia root, ax: afferent axon, e: efferent terminal. Scale bars: A¼10 mm. B, C¼5 mm. D, E¼1 mm. Insets in

B (1, 2 3) and C¼1 mm.
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presented bent and flaccid kinocilia. In other cases, kinocilia were
found to adhere to each other. Disorganization of endoplasmatic
reticulum cisternae surface and damage on mitochondrion
including lysis of the cristae and dilution of the matrix, were
visible. An increase of lysosomes and multivesicular bodies were
found. Nerve endings showed vacuolization and mitochondrial
damage as a sign of metabolic exhaustion. In addition, afferent
dendrites appeared to be hypertrophied probably due to an
excessive amount of glutamate released during noise exposure
which induced excitotoxicity (Figs. 9D–F and 11D and E).

3.3.2. Crista

From immediately after until 72 h on S. officinalis (Fig. 15) and
until 48 h on the other species (Fig. 16) after sound exposure,
damage was revealed on the crista sensory epithelium by SEM
analysis (Figs. 12–14). Spherical holes could be noticed at the base
of the hair cells arranged in rows, as well as rupture of the plasma
membrane, due to the extrusion of the internal cellular material.
As a consequence, apical ciliated hair cells were partially ejected
from the sensory epithelium. The damage on kinocilia was not
extensive to all the individuals but some specimens showed bent

Fig. 12. SEM. Sepia officinalis (A–D) and Octopus vulgaris (E, F) crista-cupula system. Control animals. (A) The marks of the kinocilia of the hair cells of the crista on the

partially removed cupula are visible. Inset in A: Detail of A. (B) The four rows that form the hair cells of the crista of S. officinalis are visible. The hair cells from two of them

are larger (large hair cell row, lhc) than those of the other two rows (small hair cell row, shc). Surrounding the crista, other hair cells similar to the shorter ones of the main

rows are found. (C) Detail of one cell of one shorter row of the crista. (D) Detail of one cell of one larger hair cell rows. A longitudinal strand (arrowhead) on the hair cells act

as a link between kinocilia and allows the polarized movement of each kinociliary group of a hair cell. (E, F) Different distribution of hair cell rows on odd-numbered and

even-numbered crista sections of octopus. (E) Part of an odd-numbered crista segment. (F) Part of an even-numbered crista segment (dhc: small dorsal primary hair cell,

lhc: regular row of large secondary hair cells, flhc: regular row of fairy large hair cells, vhc: small ventral secondary hair cell). Scale bars: A¼50 mm. B, Inset in A, Inset in

F¼10 mm. C, D¼1 mm. E, F¼30 mm.
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and flaccid kinocilia in their hair cell rows. Crista exhibited its two
central regular rows of large hair cells totally or partially split by a
sensory epithelium fracture (Fig. 15).

Similarly with what was described in the msp epithelium, the
specimens of S. officinalis sacrificed 96 h after sound exposure
(Fig. 15C–E) showed the most severe damages. Hair cells were
completely extruded into the statocyst cavity independently of
the neighbouring cells. Hair cells had totally lost the kinocilia and
remains of their roots were visible on the apex. The crista dorsal
small hair cell rows showed loss of kinocilia or bent, flaccid or
fused kinocilia.

LM and TEM images confirmed the lesions shown in SEM.
Damage appeared on the crista sensory epithelium. Cuttlefish
(Fig. 15F and G) and octopus (Figs. 16B and 17) affected by sound
exposure showed a non-structured epithelium, losing its typical
simple prismatic structure and showing translucent hair cell
bodies, due to the extrusion of internal material. Chromatin
aggregations could be seen in the nucleus, which had adopted
irregular shapes. The ciliated apex of hair cells was partially or

totally ejected from the sensory epithelium. Translucent and
smaller hair cell bodies were visible as a consequence of the
expulsion of its inner cellular material. Hair cells had lost kinocilia
or showed bent and flaccid kinocilia. Disorganization of the
endoplasmatic reticulum cisternae surface and damage on
mitochondrion (lysis of the cristae and dilution of the matrix)
were visible. There was a significant increase in the number of
lysosomes and multivesicular body. Underneath the hair cells, the
nerve endings showed signs of metabolic exhaustion such as
mitochondrial damage, and afferent dendrites were hypertro-
phied probably due to an excitoxic process (Figs. 15E and F
and 17F). Macrophages were present at the bottom of the
epithelium (15E).

3.3.3. Lining epithelium of statocyst

In addition to the specific sensory areas (msp and crista),
the specimens showed acoustic trauma, affecting a wide range
of statocyst inner ciliated areas (Fig. 18), even on specimens

Fig. 13. LM (A) and TEM (B). Cellular organization of Octopus vulgaris crista. Control animals. Cross section of an odd-numbered crista segment (dhc: small dorsal primary

hair cell, lhc: regular row of large secondary hair cells, vhc: small ventral secondary hair cell, ln: large first-order afferent neuron, sn: small first-order afferent neurons).

Dhc and lhc are receptor cells that are in afferent synapses with large first-order afferent neurons (ln). Vhc are in afferent synapses with small first-order afferent neurons

(sn). All hair cells and neurons receive multiple efferent endings. Scale bars: A¼100 mm. B¼10 mm.
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Fig. 14. TEM. Octopus vulgaris crista general morphology (A–C) and nervous organization (D, E). Control animals. (A) A general view of crista epithelium shows the sensitive

epithelium and the nervous plexus at the base. (B) The basal feet of kinocilia on a hair cell are attached to the basal body bellow the cell surface and point at right angles to

the axis of the kinociliary group (arrow). Lateral roots point in the same direction. Kinocilia show the 9�2þ2 microtubule structure. Basal bodies and striated ciliary

rootlets are visible. (C) Section through the distal ends of the hair and supporting cells of an odd-numbered crista segment. The alternance between kinocilia of hair cells

and microvilli of supporting cells are clearly visible. Note how the interdigitations between hair and supporting cells include pronounced septate junctions (arrow). The

arrowheads indicate the links between kinocilia while the regular arrows indicate the direction of polarization of hair cells. (D) Section through the base of hair cells of the

crista epithelia of the statocyst. Numerous nervous terminals at the base of two secondary hair cells are visible. A secondary hair cell and a ventral hair cell are in contact

with a large neuron. (E) Detail from D. Afferent and efferent terminals synapse into a single large hair cell. Numerous mitochondria at the base of the hair cell and in the

large neuron are visible. The arrow points to a finger-like synaptic contact between a hair cell and an afferent and an efferent terminal. Dhc: small dorsal primary hair cell,

lhc: large secondary hair cell; vhc: small ventral secondary hair cell; sc: supporting cell; ndhc: nucleus of small dorsal hair cell, nsc: nucleus of supporting cell,

nlhc: nucleus of large secondary hair cell, nvhc: nucleus of ventral hair cell, ln: large neuron, nln: nucleus of large neuron, m: mitochondrion, k: bundle of kinocilia,

mi: microvilli, ax: axon of first-order afferent neuron, e: efferent terminal, ca: cartilaginous plate, m: mitochondrion, er: rough endoplasmatic reticulum, bb: basal body,

bf: basal foot, lr: lateral root. Scale bars: A, D¼10 mm. B¼1 mm. C¼5 mm. E¼2 mm.
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immediately sacrificed after exposure, but particularly on the
individuals sacrificed 96 h (S. officinalis) and 48 h (other species)
after exposure. All tested groups showed lesions in some areas of
the lining epithelium of the cavity which consists of flat hexago-
nal cells with oval nuclei. In some areas of the statocyst, bundles
of kinocilia emerge between the epithelial cells. The lesions on
this epithelium consisted basically in the extrusion of the cellular

material into the statocyst cavity. In some cases, the epithelium
showed the damaged nucleus expulsed or almost extruded. In
specimens sacrificed at 48, 72 and 96 h after sound exposure
there was a massive extension of holes following the extrusion of
inner cellular material. The cilia and microvilli were bent flaccid
and disorganized in all samples. In individuals of S. officinalis

sacrificed 96 h the specimens presented fused cilia on giant cilia.

Fig. 15. SEM (A–E) and TEM (F, G). Sepia officinalis crista. (A, B) inset in B: sacrificed immediately after sound exposure. (C–E) Sacrificed 96 h after sound exposure. (F, G)

Sacrificed 24 h after sound exposure. Inset in G: sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure. (A) amongst the four rows of primary hair cells, three rows (row 1, 2 and 4) show

obvious signs of damage including bending kinocilia (row 1 and 4) and cytoplasmic blebs (row 2) while row 3 seems to be more preserved. Note the cellular material

extruding (asterisk) (B) in other region, the epithelium is fractured between row 1 and row 2 of hair cells. Note that hair cells in row 1, 2 and 4 are partially extruded

(asterisks). By contrast, kinocilia on hair cell of row 3 show a healthy aspect. Inset in B: the more severe alterations are seen in hair cells of row 1. (C, D) Hair cells are

completely extruded into the statocyst cavity independently of the neigborouging cells. (E) Crista dorsal small hair cell rows. Hair cells show loss of kinocilia or bent, flaccid

or fused kinocilia. (F) Dramatic changes are seen in the epithelium including lost of the apical pole of hair cells (arrowheads) and swelling of their endoplasmic reticulum

(small arrows). Underneath the hair cells, the nerve fibres are swollen (black asterisks). Note the macrophage (white asterisk) at the bottom of the epithelium. (G) Apex

of two damaged hair cell, HC1 and HC2. HC1 has a condensed cytoplasm with dark inclusions (white arrowhead) like an apoptotic cell. HC2 shows high number of

multivesicular bodies (black asterisk), damaged mitochondria (squares) and lysosomes (white asterisks). Note the loss of kinocilia on the left apical part of the HC2 (black

arrowhead). Inset: details of the apical part of a damaged hair cell showing multivesicular bodies (black asterisk), dark inclusions (white arrowhead) and empty

mitochondria (squares). Scale bars: A, B, inset in B, D, E, F, G¼10 mm. C¼20 mm. Inset in G¼1 mm.
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The specimens of the other species, sacrificed 48 h after noise
exposure, presented bent, flaccid and expoiled microvilli.

4. Discussion

A previous study (McCauley et al., 2000) reported the response
of squids to air gun exposure and underlined the extremely
important role played by cephalopods in the marine food chain
as well as in fisheries in some parts of the world, and suggested a
probable impact of seismic operations on these species (using
thresholds at 161–166 dB re 1 mPa). These results reported similar
behaviour responses to those we observed during sound expo-
sure: several cuttlefish showed startle response by firing their ink
sacs. Despite this similarity, the individuals in our experiments,
after an initial stress reaction, remained motionless at the bottom
of the tanks. After the CEE stopped and the animals were placed in
tank B, they presented evident symptoms of stressed behaviour
and decrease of activity, loss of muscle tone, remaining motion-
less until they were sacrificed. However, the different experi-
mental conditions (size of the tank and the difference of the
sound sources) are a limiting factor to assess and directly
compare the behavioural reaction of the exposed individuals.

We divided the controls and experimental animals into six
groups: sacrificed immediately after sound exposure, twelve hours,
one, two, three and four days after sound exposure. While the
controls showed no lesions in the statocysts, all exposed individuals
presented the same lesions and the same incremental effects over
time. Immediately after exposure, damage was observed on the

macula statica princeps (msp) and on the crista sensory epithelia. The
hair cells were partially ejected from the sensory epithelium.
Spherical holes at the base of the hair cells were visible and a
rupture of the plasma membrane was apparent, most probably due
to the extrusion of the internal cellular material. All hair cells had
lost kinocilia or presented bent and flaccid kinocilia. These lesions
were gradually more pronounced in individuals after 12, 24, 48, 72
and 96 h. The most definite lesions were visible in specimens
observed 96 h after sound exposure. In these individuals, the
sensory epithelium appeared totally devastated, with practically
no hair cells, most of which had been expulsed by extrusion. Only
the supported cells made a holed mosaic with residual hair cells
with either no kinocilia at all or very few that were bent, flaccid or
fused. The hair cells’ cellular bodies were extruded above the
sensory epithelium into the statocyst cavity. The afferent system
axons were hypertrophied, and the nerves showed endoplasmatic
reticulum damage, vacuolization or a complete degeneration,
although it was not possible to quantitatively determine an increase
in the contact number between the hair cells and the nervous
system. The almost complete extrusion of the hair cells as well as
the fractures present in the epithelium are clear signs that the noise
impact was acute and limited in time. On crista epithelium, the
extrusion of internal material could be the cause of the fracture
observed between two rows. The damages were present not only
on the sensory epithelium (macula and crista) but also in other
inner ciliated areas from the statocyst, specially on lining epithe-
lium, where the cilia and microvilli were bent, flaccid and dis-
organized in almost the totally samples, and some cilia appeared
fused on giant cilia. The effect of the sound exposure was massive,
affecting a wide range of statocyst inner areas, specially on the
individuals sacrificed 96 h after exposure. One explanation could be
that the holes due to hair cell disappearance allowed the entrance
in the epithelium of endolymph charged with high potassium ion
concentration. This would increase the initial mechanical insult to
hair cells together with a more progressive chemical damage as it is
observed in acoustic traumatized cochlea of mammals. Indeed,
Amoore et al. (1959) determined a high concentration of potassium
in O. vulgaris, thus supporting this hypothesis.

Partial or total cell extrusion and alterations on kinocilia hair
cells were the most frequent lesions in the sensory epithelium of
all tested groups. Although in avian and mammals, sensory hair
cells carry stereocilia which are not kinocilia, similar damages to
hair bundles were previously described in these species, espe-
cially in the basilar papilla of the avian inner ear and in the
mammalian organ of Corti just after sound exposure. This is
consistent with the process of lesion development in our case
study. Two mechanisms seem to be involved in noise-induced
hearing loss in mammals: direct mechanical damage, which
appears immediately after short exposures at high intensities,
and metabolically induced damage, which occurs after long
exposures with moderate intensities and develops over a longer
period after sound exposure. In mammals, a low- or mid-intensity
acoustic trauma does not lead to obvious mechanical damage to
the sensory epithelia (McCauley et al., 2000; Popper and Hastings,
2009; Pujol and Puel, 1999). Instead, lesions occur primarily at a
metabolic level (Bohne and Rabbitt, 1983), leading to the fusion of
the cilia, the deformation of the apex of the cells, and eventually
the death of the cell over a period of several weeks. However, this
process can also be observed at the periphery of a violent acoustic
trauma where open holes are left following the expulsion
of the cell apex. This was indeed observed in all cephalopod
specimens 48, 72 and 96 h after exposure: the sensory epithelium
presented mechanical damage (partial or total loss of sensory
cells) and metabolically induced damage (swollen sensory cells,
vacuolization of cytoplasm, mitochondrial degeneration, damage
to dendrites).

Fig. 16. SEM (A) and LM (B). Octopus vulgaris crista, sacrificed immediately (A) and

48 h (B) after sound exposure. (A) Amongst the four rows of primary hair cells, two

rows (dhc and vhc) show obvious signs of damage including bending kinocilia and

cytoplasmic blebs. Some hair cells present spherical holes (arrowheads) on the

apical pole. Note the cellular material extruding (asterisk). Inset: Detail from A

show the holes (arrowheads) on the apical pole of vhc. (B) Cross section of an odd-

numbered crista segment. In the acoustically damaged epithelium, the arrange-

ment of hair cells and supporting cells is destructurated. Some hair cells have

translucent hair cell bodies (asterisks). The two central rows of lhc have started its

extrusion process, its cellular body has been detached from the epithelium and

their apical pole presents ruptures on the plasmatic membrane (arrow). Arrow-

heads show to vacuolization of the cells. Dhc: small dorsal primary hair cell,

lhc: regular row of large secondary hair cells, vhc: small ventral secondary hair

cell, ln: large first-order afferent neuron. Scale bars: A¼50 mm. Inset in A¼10 mm.

B¼200 mm.
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In vertebrates, it was shown that glutamate, which in normal
conditions works as a neurotransmitter, has a cytotoxic effect when
released in excess in stressful conditions as after exposure to loud
noise (among others: Puel et al., 1998; Ruel et al., 2005). The
excitotoxic effects of glutamate in response to noise could be the
result of increased release or inadequate removal of glutamate,
primarily due to the breakdown of recycling mechanisms (Ruel
et al., 2006). This may eventually result in toxic cellular events
leading to neuronal degeneration and sensorial epithelium damage.
Since glutamate has also been described as neurotransmitter acting
at AMPA/kainate-like receptors in statocyst afferent fibres of

cephalopod species (Di Cosmo et al., 2006; Tu and Budelmann,
1994), the presence of hypertrophic afferent dendrites in our images
could probably point to the great amounts of glutamate secretion as
a possible cause of the sensory epithelium degeneration process. The
observed impact on the statoacoustic organs of the noise-exposed
cephalopods would actually suggest the occurrence of an excitotoxic
process due to an excess of glutamate.

In this work, we could observe what may represent the
starting point of a healing process. Because the beginning of the
scarring process showed by the extension of the supporting cells
can be appreciated in SEM images of individuals sacrificed 48

Fig. 17. TEM. Octopus vulgaris crista, sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure. (A) Drastic ultrastructural changes are seen into the macula sensory epithelium. On the apical

pole of the epithelium the cells are detached and a lhc has almost lost its damaged apical pole (arrowhead). No kinocilia are visible on it and the inner material is

protruding to the statocyst cavity. At the base of the sensory epithelium, the swollen nerve plexus is shown. Large vacuolization is visible in the epithelium (asterisk). (B) In

other fragment of acoustically damaged epithelium, the arrangement of hair cells and supporting cells is unstructured. The apical pole of a lhc is protruding into the

statocyst cavity (arrow) and a dhc is starting its extruding process (arrowhead). Note the large vacuolization of the epithelium cells (asterisk). (C) Detail from the apical

pole of a lhc. The cell material is extruded through the kinocilia anchoring (arrow). Note the loss of kr structure and the cell vacuolization (asterisk). (D) Detail from the

contact between a damaged lhc and a sc. The nucleus (nsc) of sc are constricted and the damaged mitochondrion and unstructured rough reticulum cisternae (er) on the

lhc are visible. (E) A dhc is constricted by two sc (arrowheads) in order to make a continuous scar formation isolating the plate of the hair cell from its fully cell body. Note

the large cell vacuolization (asterisk) due to the material extrusion. (F) Contact between a lhc and a swelling ln. The rupture of the nervous plexus (arrowhead) and its large

vacuolization (asterisk) are visible. Damaged mitochondria and dark inclusions (i) are shown. Dhc: small dorsal primary hair cell, lhc: regular row of large secondary

hair cells, vhc: small ventral secondary hair cell, sc: supporting cell, ln: large first-order afferent neuron, nhl: nucleus of large hair cell, ndhc: nucleus of dorsal hair cell,

nsc: nucleus of supporting cell, nln: nucleus of large neuron, k: kinocilia, kr: kinocilia root, m:microvilli, er: rough endoplasmatic reticulum, m: mitochondrion. Scale bars:

A, B¼10 mm. C¼2 mm. D, E, F¼5 mm.
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and 96 h after sound exposure and in TEM images of individuals
sacrificed 48 h after sound exposure, these results suggest that
the recovery process would be operant at least two days after
sound exposure. However, further experiments are needed to
confirm the existence of such a recovery as well as to determine
its timing more precisely.

Reparation and regeneration of stereocilia occur in the vestib-
ular system of bird and mammals and limited reparation is seen
in the cochlea of mammals. The morphological difference of the
cilia, which are microvilli in the vestibular and auditory system of
birds and mammals while they are kinocilia in cephalopods
statocyst sensory systems, would require further investigation

Fig. 18. SEM. Sepia officinalis. Lining epithelium of animals affected by sound (A–F) and control specimens (G, H). (A) Hamuli lobule; (B–F) lining epithelium of the statocyst

cavity. (A) Sacrificed immediately after sound exposure. The cilia are missing and some cells exhibit holes (Inset). (B) Sacrificed immediately after sound exposure. Note the

holes (arrowheads) in the epithelial cells and the bending and flaccid cilia (arrows). (C) Sacrificed 24 h after sound exposure. Nuclei are expulsed or almost extruded

(arrowheads) from the epithelial cells, and the cilia are bending (Inset (arrow)). (D) Sacrificed 72 h after sound exposure. Lining epithelium of the statocyst cavity shows

massive extension of holes. On the left a nucleus is extruding (arrowhead). (E, F) Sacrificed 96 h after sound exposure. (E) Damaged microvilli form a perimeter surrounding

the hexagonal cells. Inset: bending and flaccid cilia. Some cilia are fused on giant cilia (arrowheads). (F) Well preserved tuff of cilia at the surface of the damaged

epithelium. Inset: a normal appearing tuff of cilia. (G) Superior view of hamuli lobes into an opened statocyst that shows the folded surface. Upper inset in G: At the base of

the hamuli, the crista ends on a densely ciliated area which lies between two crista segments. Lower inset in G: Liner epithelium of hamuli lobes. The cells of the lining

membrane carry bundles of cilia on the outer side, which project into the cavity. Microvilli are present with less density on the hamuli than on the anticrista lobes and

surrounds the flat hexagonal cells. (H) Detail from the liner epithelium of hamuli lobes. Inset in H: Detail of a bundle of cilia. Scale bars: A¼100 mm. B–F, H, inset in A,

upper inset in G¼10 mm. G¼50 mm. Insets in C, E, F¼5 mm. Lower inset in G, inset in H¼1 mm.
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to confirm and understand the kinocilia repair and regrowth
process that would happen in cephalopods. In addition, the
actin–myosin system could be involved in the removal of the
dying hair cells (Leonova and Raphael, 1997; Raphael, 2002).

Apoptosis which is a mode of hair cell loss that does not
induce inflammatory processes (Wyllie et al., 1980), contribute to
phagocyte recruitment at the site of lesion (see for review:
Grimsley and Ravichandran, 2003). The swift and proper removal
of apoptotic cells by macrophages prevents leakage of potential
cytotoxic and antigenic substances from dying cell and may
induce tissue repair by releasing various cytokine and growth
factors (for review: Fujiwara and Kobayashi, 2005). Apoptosis is a
major mode of hair cell loss in the mammalian damaged vestib-
ular organ and cochlea (see for review: Nakagawa et al., 1997a).
In addition, in the mammalian cochlea exposed to loud noise
(Fujioka et al., 2006; Hirose et al., 2005) or ototoxic drugs
(Ladrech et al., 2007), macrophages are believed to remove hair
cell corpses. In the present study, the presence of both apoptotic
cells and of macrophages in the damaged statocysts suggest that
similar post-traumatic mechanisms would be involved in the
cephalopod damaged sensory epithelium.

In the avian cochlea and vestibular organs and in the vestib-
ular organ of mammals, post-traumatic hair cell regeneration was
shown to occur after either acoustic trauma or drug poisoning
(Corwin and Cotanche, 1988; Oesterle and Rubel, 1996; Raphael
and Altschüler, 1991; Roberson and Rubel, 1994, and see for
review: Rubel and Stone, 1996). Several mechanisms are believed
to be involved, in such regeneration, including proliferation
followed by differentiation of non-sensory epithelial cell, direct
transdifferentiation of supporting cells into hair cells, and repara-
tion of damaged hair cells. These processes occur generally within
one or several weeks after hair cells death. In the present study,
specimens were not collected after 96 h following the acoustic
trauma. This is probably a too short delay to observe the potential
occurrence of regenerative processes due to cell division and
differentiation. Nevertheless, here, the presence of almost normal
kinocilia bundles in statocysts observed 96 h after the acoustic
trauma in areas where almost all hair cells had disappeared
constitutes an interesting observation. It suggests a possible
repairing process in some damaged hair cells, which survived
the acoustic exposure.

These results show lesions new to cephalopod pathology and
demonstrate that exposure to sounds causes massive lesions on
the statocyst sensory epitheliums in cuttlefish. Their presence in
all the noise-exposed individuals (vs. their absence in controls)
and their definite progression over time are consistent with a
massive acoustic trauma induced here by exposure to relatively
low intensity, low frequency sounds, while the same lesions were
reported in land mammals and birds exposed to much higher
sound levels. Further investigation is needed to determine thresh-
old levels and to quantify the lesions in the statocysts; to explain
the mechanism onset of these lesions, in particular to determine if
the laboratory conditions can be reproduced in open environ-
ments; and to definitively understand if these animals are more
sensitive to particle motion or acoustic pressure, or to a combina-
tion of both. With low frequency noise levels in the marine
environment on the increase, future electrophysiological experi-
ments coupled with post-mortem imaging techniques are needed
to determine the tolerance to noise thresholds of cephalopods.
However, the presence of lesions in the statocysts clearly points
to the involvement of these structures in sound reception and
perception. Given that low frequency noise levels in the oceans
are on the increase (e.g. shipping, offshore industry, navy man-
oeuvres), that the regular exposure to noise may compromise the
statocyst sensory epithelium regeneration capacity, that the role
of cephalopods in marine ecosystems is only beginning to be

understood, and that reliable bioacoustic data on invertebrates
is scarce, such future studies have an important contribution to
make to the sustainability of the marine environment.
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